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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
SHAHJALAL BAN K

ISLAMIC CREDIT CARD
All facilities made bg SJIBL to the successful applicant who has been issued a credit card will have to follow the following terms and conditions. which are in force or mag
be amended from time to time bg SJIBL, of which the applicant conclusivelg evidencing Himself/Herself bg signing the application form while applging for his/her credit
card and bg his/her signature on the credit card rssued to him/her and while using his/her card for anu sort of transaction.
1. DEFINITIONS

ln the following agreement few words shall have their own respective meaning set out For understanding to the customers. SJIBL means Shahjalal lslami Bank Limited.
ATM means anu Automated Teller Machine. VISA means Visa Worldwide Pte Ltd. PIN means Personal ldentifrcation Number issued bg SJIBL against the Cardholder's
sustem generated card account. which will be used to access cash withdrawal through ATM. CARD means valid card issued bg SJIBL bearing the name VISA or the Service
Mark of VISA [whether or not it also bears the name or mark of anu person or entities) to the principal/supplementaru Cardholder For the use of their own account remains
the propertu of SIIBL at all times. The card will be issued bg SJIBL under the condition where, all the asked information on the Credit Card Application Form will have to
be trulu Furnished and hnallg to the utmost satisfaction of S.JlBL. CARDHOLDER means an applicant to whom a credit card has been issued bearing individual applicant's
name issued bg SJIBL to operate a card account. which also includes supplementarg Cardholder CARD ACCOUNT means account of the principal Cardholder against
his/her issued card along with anu supplementarg one and which will be thoroughlg observed and monitored bg SjlBL. CARD ACC0UNT STATEMENT means statements
bg S.JIBL of the amount charged. debited or paid to card accounts stated therein. Card account statement shall have detail transactions of principal and supplementarg
Cardholder included to the card account during the statement period. CARD TRANSACTION means a paument whether for goods, services. other charges or cash
withdrawal availed or obtained through the use of card account number or the PIN of a card. lf the card is used bq someone else other than the Cardholder or
supplementarg Cardholder with or without the permission or consent of the aforesaid Cardholders. all the liabilities will be put into Principal Cardholder's card account
and which he/she will settle while paging the bills. CASH WITHDRAWAL means a withdrawal or paument made in ang Currencg or bg Travelers Cheques or other forms
representing an amount of ang currencg but shall not include ang wrlhdrawals from ang account with SJIBL. MERCHANT means anu person or entitu with whom SJIBL
or ang member or VISA has a subsisting agreement relating to the use or acceptance of the card in pagment to such person or entitu whether for goods, services or
charges tncurred or to obtain cash advances from such persons or entitu. oUTSTANDING BALANCE in relation to ang card account statement means the outstanding
balance in favor of SJIBL as stated therein or where more than one outstanding balance the totdl of all the outstanding balances is stated therein. pRlNClpAL
CARDH0LDER means the person [s) to whom a card is issued on his/her application alone. SUPPLEMENTARY CARDHOLDER means the person lother than the Principal
Cardholder) to whom a card is issued on the application or request of the Principal Cardholder whether alone or jointlu with such person. PAYMENT DUE DATE means [he
last date of pagment and is usuallg 15 dags from the date of slatement. if not mentioned or specified on the card account statement. CoMPANY means when in used in
relation to a Cardholder shall include [i) whether the Cardholder is the director or the emplogee of the said companu. (ii) whether the Cardholder is the sole proprretor of
such business enterprise. (iii] whether the Cardholder is a partner of such firm.
2. FACILITIES AVAILABLE WITH THE CARD
2.1 Making

pauments to merchants'POS Termrnals against purchase of goods and services bU the VISA Credit Card.

the card in ang ATM with a VISA logo/ NPSB lNational Pagment Switch. Bangladesh), subject
requirements. limitations and procedures as mag be imposed bg SJIBL.

2.2. Using

to these terms and conditions and in compliance with such

3, CREDIT LIMIT
SJIBL mag sanction anu credit limit depending on its lslamic Credit Card Policg. The maximum credit available to the Cardholder which can be accessed at anu time for
the facilities detailed under condition thereoF or mau terminate or modifg or varg such facilities or credit limit without ang prior notice. Unless the credit limit is imposed
in relation to each card account, the imposed credit limit applicable to the aggregate of the balances due to SJIBL on all the card accounts of the Principal Cardholders
and supplementaru cardholders. The limit imposed for cash withdrawals shall be part of the credit limit imposed. Notwithstanding, ang credit limit that mag be sanctioned
bq SJIBL in its absolute discretion authorize and allow ang card transaction even though the credit limit would be or has exceeded or refuse to make or approve ang cash
withdrawal or authorize or approve ang card transaction notwithstanding that the credit limit is not exceeded. The Cardholder will be notified about his/her credit limit in
written form. The available credit is the unused balance available to the Cardholder at anu point oF time. The available credit shown on card account statement shall depict
the amount available to the Cardholder as on the date of statement.
4. LOSS OF CARD OR OISCLOSURE OF PIN
4.'l The Cardholder shall not disclose or cause to be disclosed to anu person. the PIN assigned to the card. lmmediatelg upon learning that the card is lost or the plN is
disclosed, the Cardholder shall report it to ADC lCard] at SJIBL Head Office and furnish SJIBL with statutoru declaration in such a form that SJIBL mag require along with
F.l.R/police report or anu other information as SJIBL mag require.
4.2

to

lf the lost or stolen card is found or recovered. the Cardholder shall not make use of the card but he/she immediaielu cut it into halves and shall returns those parts
SJIBL.

4.3 Notwithstanding the loss or theft of ang card or disclosure of the PIN in respect of ang card. S-llBL mag charge and debit the amount of each card account and everg
card transaction made effected before written conhrmation bg the Cardholder for such loss. theft and disclosure is received bq SIBL. Replacement of card mag be mad6
to the Cardholder on paument of required charges in this regard.

5. CHARGES TO CARD ACCOUNT
SJIBL mag charge and debit the amount oF each card account and everg transaction made eFfected. whether bq the Cardholder or anu other person [s] with or without
the Cardholder ts) knowledge or authoritu notwithstanding that the balance due to SJIBL on the card account mau as a consequence of anq such charges or debit
exceeding anu credit limit that mag be sanctioned. For existing fees and service charges. one mau contact Card Division of SJIBL Head Office oi ang of the branches of
SJIBL.

6. ATM TRANSACTION FEE

ln respect of each cash withdrawal made through the use of ang credit card and/or the PlN, SJIBL shatl charge and debit the card account fee as decided From time to
time bg the Bank at its own discrelion without prior notice.

7. UZRAT OF KHIDMAH
Cardholders have to pau month wise a flxed amount approved bg SJIBL, for ang cash withdrawal from ATM. Cardholders have to pau UZRAT of KHIDMAH per month until
the withdrawal amount is settled. Uzrat of Khidmah required to be settled within statemen[ generation date.
8. UZRAT OF WAKALAH
When a Cardholder does not pau his/her full dues of PoS transaction within the statement cgcle. Uzrat of Wakalah will be imposed. Everu transaction will be treated as
a single deal f or 12124 months. Uzrat of Wakalah can be realized in the form of Slab/Ratio/Percentage.

9. PAYMENT
9.1

ln respect of outstanding in each Card Account Statement, the amount shall be paid to ang branch of SJIBL within the Paument Due Date at anu working dau.

At least the aggregate of the minimum paument specified in the Card Account Statement. The amount. if ang, bg which the outstanding Balances stated therein

9.1.1

exceeds the credit limit in relation to the Card Accounts stated therein.
9.1.2 ll outstanding Balance stated in Card Account Statement is not paid in full within the Paument Due Date stated therein, SJIBL mag charge and debit the Card Account
calculated on a monthlg basis per deal. subject to a minimum monthlu Uzrat of Wakalah. as determined from time to time bU SJIBL without prior notice.
9.2.1 0n the amount of each and everg charge stated in that Card Account Statement is from the date when such charge was incurred or was posted to the Card Account.
as SJIBL mag select. to the billing date stated in that Card Account Statement.

that Card Account Statement until full pagment of the outstanding Balance is made. A charge in
relation to ang Card Transaction shall be deemed to have been incurred on the Card Account on the date when the Card Transaction was effected.

9.2.2 On the entire outstanding Balance from the billing date stated in

9.3 lf ang amount required to be paid under Condition 9.1 hereof is not paid in full bg the Paument Due Date stated in the statement, SJIBL mag charge an amount of
data maintenance fee which determine from time to time without prior notice and debit the Card Account.

9.4 Ang paument made bg a Cardholder shall be treated in the following order 'Cgcle bg Cgcle': lst EMl, 2nd Other Fees and Charges. 3rd Profit Charges. 4th ATM
Transaction. 5th Bank POS Transaction. 6th Card Cheque Transaction. 7th Fund Transfer. 8th Balance Transfer Transaction, gth POS Transaction, lOth Unbil lled
Transaction.
10, OTHER CHARGES AND FEES
SJIBL mag charge and debit the Card Account relating to ang Card

An annual service fee for the issue or renewal of the Card at such rate as SJIBL mag prescribe without notice from time to time and such fee shall not be refundable

10.1

in ang event.
ang Cheque or Bank Draft issued in favor of SJIBL bg Cardholder [or pursuant to Cardholders authorization] is not honored for the full amount thereon, SJIBL
mau assess a Service Charge for each Cheque, which will be dishonored or returned to reimburse SJIBL for the cost and expenses or collection.

10.2 Where

10.3 An administrative fee of such amount as SJIBL prescribe from time to time without prior notice for the replacement of the Card or for the provision of ang records,
statements. sales drafts. credit vouchers or other documents relating to the use of the Card Account and copies thereoF at the request of ang Cardholder.
10.4 A charge For each airline travel or ho[el reservation made through the use of the Card which is subsequentlu cancelled or not taken up and such charge shall be at

the rate prescribed bg the Merchant with or through whom the reservation was made or at such rate as prescribed from time to time without prior notice.
10.5 Where bg ang arrangement executed between ang Cardholder and frnancial institution, anu paument is to be made to SJIBL for the credit of ang Card Account.
whether at regular intervals or otheMise. a fee of such amount as prescribed From time to time without prior notice for each occasion when ang paument to SJIBL is not
in effect at the time when such paument should have been effected in accordance with such arrangement.
11. TERMINATION

OF USE OF CARD

11.1 SJIBL reserves the absolute right and discretion to terminate the use of Card and Card Account or seize/cancel the Card so issued or to revoke Card Account/Card at
anu time without prior notice and without assigning anu reason whatsoever for such termination. The use of ang or all Cards mau be terminated bU the Cardholder bg
giving at least 30 dau's notice and returning to SJIBL the Card [s] cut into halves. provided that such termination shall be effective onlg upon receipt of such Card [s] bU
SJIBL and square-up all liabilities and dues. if ang.

11.2

Upon termination of the use of ang Card bg SJIBL the Cardholder shall return such Card to SJIBL cut into halves and square-up all liabilities and dues. if ang.

12. PAYMENT ON TERMINATION,

Upon termrnation of the use of ang Card, whether bg SJIBL or bg Cardholder, the Principal Cardholder and in the case where Card is issued to a Supplementarg Cardholder.

that Supplementarg Cardholder shall pag SJIBL on demand the entire balance due to SJIBL on the Card Account. relating to that Card and until paument in full is made.
SJIBL shall be entitled to charge the Financial Charge provided in Condition 11.2 hereof on the balance due to SJIBL on the Card Account and debit that Card Account
accordinglg
13. LIABILITY OF PRINCIPAL & SUPPLEMENTARY CARO HOLOER
13.1 The Principal Cardholder shall be liable for and shall pau SJIBL on demand the balance due to SJIBL on each and all Card Accounts at anu time including all charges
effected or debited to ang and all Card Accounts in accordance with this Agreement.

'13.2 Each Supplementarg Cardholder

shall be liable for and shall pag SJIBL on demand the balance due to SJIBL at anU time on the Card Account relating to the Card
issued to that Supplementarg Cardholder including all charges elfected or debited to that Card Account in accordance with this Agreement.

'13.3

The liabilitg of the Principal Cardholder and each and all-supplementarg Cardholders eFfected under ang of the provisions of this Agreement shall be released or
discharged of the liabilitu of the Principal Cardholder or ang Supplementarg Cardholder to SJIBL shall not affect or discharge the liabilitu of the other Cardholder to SJIBL.
and Cardholder shall be jointlg and individuallg liable to pag to SJIBL the amount of ang and all purchase charged to the Card Account as a result or the
use of Card issued to the Cardholder and all other dues together with all annual, renewal and other fees.
13.4 Compang

14. EXCLUSIONS AND EXCEPTIONS
'14.1

SjIBL shall not be responsible or liable to ang and all Cardholders for ang loss or damage incurred or suffered as a consequence of:

14.'1.1 Ang act or omission of ang merchant whatever caused including, without limitation. ang refusal to honor or aicept ang Card or ang statement or other communication
made in connection therewith or ang defect or dehciencg in goods 6r services supplied bui not limited to the negligent ait or omissio]r of S.ltgl or its Agents Cardholder

will handle ang claim or dispute directlg with the said Merchant and will nol be entitled to withhold paument from SIIBL on account of ang such e laim or dispute.
14.1.2

Ang malfunction. error in ang ATM or other machines or sustem

oF

authorization whether belonging to or operated bg SJIBL or otherwise.

Act of God. civil disturbance or anu event outside of SJIBL control or as a consequence of ang fraud or forgerg.
14.1.4 Ang damage to or loss of or inabilitg to retrieve ang data or information that mau be stored in ang Card whatever caused.
14.1.5

Ang undesired fraud and forgerg bg means of computer hacking or anu means which mag cau6e anu burden to the Cardholder.

shall not be responsible for the deilverg, qualitg or performance of ang goods or services paid for [hrough the use of the Card including ang goods or services
made available or introduced to ang Cardholder bg SJIBL and SJIBL shall be entitled to charge the Card Account in respect of the pagment made notwithstanding the
non-deliverg or non-performance of or ang defect in those goods or services. All Cardholders shall seek redress in respect oF such goods and services from the Merchant
directlg

14.2. SJIBL

15. CONCLUSIVENESS OF DOCUMENTS AND CERTIFICATES

shall be entitled to relu upon and to treat anu document relating to ang Card Transac[ion with the signature of ang Cardholder as conclusive evidence of the
fact that the Card Transaction as therein stated or recorded was authorized and properlg made or effected bg the Cardholder.

15.1 SJIBL

15.2 Each Card Account Statement shall state the Card Accounts in relation to the Cards issued to the Principal Cardholder and each of the Card issued to each
Supplementarg Cardholder and SJIBL shall not be required to send to ang Supplementarg Card Holder ang Account Statement or anu statement with respect to the Card
Account of the Card issued to that Supplementarg Cardholder.
15.3 Anq

error or inaccuracg in ang Card Account Statement shall be notihed in writing to SJIBL within 10 dags from the date when such statement is received or deems

to be received bU the Principal Cardholder Each Card Account Statement shall constitute conclusive evidence as against all Cardholders that everu Card Transaction
stated therein is elfected bg lhe Cardholder and everg charge stated and everg amount debited therein is valid and properlq incurred or debited in the amount stated
therein save for such error or inaccuracg which the Cardholder has notihed SJIBL in writing within the time prescribed herein.
16. APPROPRIATION OF PAYMENTS

Ang pagments made or sent bU the Principal Cardholders or ang Supplementarg Cardholders mau be applied and appropriated bg SJIBL in such a manner and order and
to such Card Account [s) lwhether relating to the Card issued to that Cardholder or otherwise] as SJIBL mag determine notwrthstanding ang specifrc appropriation bg that
Cardholder.
17. AMENDMENTS

SJIBL mag at anu time amend ang of these terms and conditions bg giving notice to the Principal Cardholders in the manner prescribed herein of such amendments shall
take eFfect on the date specifred in such notice. lf the Principal Cardholder or ang Supplementarg Cardholder continues to retain or use anu Card after the specifred date,

then all Cardholders deem to accept such amendments.
18. DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

al SJIBL Head 0ffice mag disclose anU inFormation relating to ang Cardholder or the assets or Iiabilrties of ang Cardholder for ang card account or card
transaction to SJIBL authoritg or ang member of VISA or anu other person/authoritg if SjIBL considers it in its interest to do so.
ADC (Cardl

19. SET OFF AND CONSOLIDATION

SjIBL mag at anu time and without prior notice or on demand combine or consolidate ang and all accountls) maintained bg ang Cardholder with SJIBL and/or set off or
transfer anu sum standing to the credit in ang or all such account[s) in or towards the discharge or paument of ang or all sums due to SJIBL from that Cardholder or ang
Card Account under this Agreement and the right herein conferred shall be exercisable notwithstanding that
'19.1

The use of the Card or the Card Account is not terminated and/or

19.2 The balance

then in favor of SJIBL on the Card Account does not exceed [he credit limit imposed on the Card Account.

20. DOCUMENTATION
SJIBL will issue Card to the Cardholder on completion of all documentarg formalities. Cardholder shall execute
Documents as per Credit Card Policg of SIIBL in this connection

a set of charge Documents and provide other

legal

21. MISCELLANEOUS

All disputes and dilferences and claims and questions whatsoever arise between the PrincipallSupplementarg Cardholder and SJIBL or their respective representatives
regarding these Terms and Conditions. or anu account or liabilitg between the parties hereto. or as to anu act, deed or omission of ang hereto in ang wag relating to these
Terms and Conditions, shall be settled bg S.llBL which shall be conclusive and bindinq upon the Principal/Supplementaru Cardholder.
21.1

The Principal Car.dholders and each Supplementarg Cardholder shall pag and reimburse SJIBL on demand (on full indemnitg basis) all costs. fees and expenses incurred
bg SJIBL in recovering or attempting to recover anu Card issued to and/or anu sum due to SJIBL from such Car:dholder.

21.2

21.3 All references lo dollars llnternational Card] and USD in this Agreement shall mean US Dollars notwithstanding that the billing currencg of the Card Account mag be
a currencu other than US Dollars in which event the equivalent in such other currencu shall applg at such rate or rates of exchange as mag be determined bq SJIBL. SJIBL
mag charge all sums pagable to SJIBL under this Agreement to the relevant Card Account in the applicable billing currencg. Charges incurred in the currencg other than
billing currencg shall be converted at such rate or rates of exchange as mag be determined bg SJIBL from time to time.

request or instruction to SJIBL shall be in writing and shall be signe( bU the Cardholder provided nevertheless that SJIBL mag but shall not be obliged to accept
and act on anu instruction or request bg fax. e-mail, SMS transmission or through the telephone which is believed bg the officers or emplogees of SJIBL attending to such
instruction or request to have been given or made or authorized bg ang Cardholder notwithstanding that such instruction or request mau not have been given or made
or authorized bg such Cardholder and notwithstanding ang fraud that mau exist in relation thereto and SJIBL shall not be liable for ang loss or damage suffered as
consequence of its acting on or acceding to anu such instruction or request.

21.4 Ang

Neither the acceptance or approval bq SJIBL of anu instruction or arranger_nent for.anu monthlg or periodic pagment of ang Charge of anu person bg monthlg or
periodic deduction effected on ang Card Account or in respect of ang monthlg or periodic Card Transaction or the execution bg SJIBL ang such deduction in respect of
anu month or period shall impose upon SJIBL ang obligation to effect such deductidn in respect of each and everu month or period and SJIBL shall not be liable for ang
loss or damage suffered or incurred as a consequence of ang failure or neglect bU SJIBL to effect ang deduction or Card Transaction in respect of ang one or more month
21.5

or period.
21.6 Ang and all Card Account Statements. notice (including notihcation

of the PIN and ang amendments to this Agreement) or demands of SJIBL mau be sent to the
Principal Cardholders or ang Supplementarg Cardholder bg post/Courier service. facsimile transmission or e-mail. SMS at the address stated in the Application for the

Card or ang other address which the Cardholder mag notifg SJIBL in writing or from which ang e-mail, SMS or facsimile transmission bg the Cardholders or purporting
to be sent bg the Cardholder had been dispatched to SJIBL. AnU statement notice or demand to ang Cardholder sent or dispatched shall be effective and deemed to have
been received bg the Cardholder.
6.1 0n the dag immediatelg following the date of dispatch. if sent bU post/Courier Service or 196.2 lmmediatelg of dispatch if sent e-mail, SMS, facsimile transmission
notwithstanding thal it is not received bg the Cardholder or returned undelivered.
21

217 Ang Card Account Statemenl or notice relating to ang amendment to this Agreement dispatched to the Principal Cardholders shall be deemed to have been dispatched
and received bg each and everg Supplementarg Cardholder at the time when the principal Cardholders shall have received or is deemed to have received the same.
21.8 The use

of ang Card is also subject to other terms and conditions governing the use of other facilities or benents which mag from time to time be made available.
with SJIBL shall be subject to the terms and conditions of SJIBL.

Cash withdrawals from ang account (s)

Ang forbearance or failure or delag bq SJIBL in exercising ang right, power or remedg shall not be deemed to be a waiver or a partial waiver of such rights, power or
remedg unless such rights, powers and remedies are specihcallg waived bg SJIBL in writing.

21.9

Ang Charge Slip or Transaction lnformation Document signed bg the Cardholder shall be the conclusive proof of the charges recorded therein as incurred bg the
Cardholder himself/herself and/or Corporate Member.

21.10

21.11 The Cardholder is responsrble for collecting the bills and copres of the charge slip or Transaction lnformation Document signed or given input of PIN code bg himiher
from the Member establishment. SJIBL will not provide anu copu of the charge slip.

21.12Tie Cardholder is responsible for Possessing the Card with utmost care and securitg and will not permit anuone unauthorized to use or have possession of the same.
2'1.13

The Cardholder is responsible for notifging SJlBLimmediatelg in respect of ang change to Cardholdeis name, business/home telephone number and billing address
Application Form earlier made for issuance of the Card.

21.14Ine Cardholder is responsible to return all Cards rssued to them to SJIBL or its Agent immediatelg upon request where S.ilBL believe that theg have a good reason
to request the Card to be returned.
21.15 The Cardholder. while doing foreign exchange transactions must complU with all applicable Foreign Exchange Regulations and all amendments and additions thereto
and the Terms and Conditions in ang special approval of Bangladesh Bank as and where applicable.

The Cardholder and SJIBL shall be unconditionallg agreeable to submit to the jurisdiction of the Court of the Countru in respect of all disputes arising out of this
Agreement.

21.16

This Agreement shall be construed according to the Laws applicable in Bangladesh and these Terms and Conditions set down in the Agreement will be governed bg
Laws applicable in Bangladesh. All Cardholders submit themselves to the nonexclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of Bangladesh.

2'1.'17

21.18

That these Terms and Conditions shall be binding upon the Cardholder as well as his or her heirs. successors and permitted assigns.

22 DECLARATBT'I
l/We do herebg declare that l/we am/are not a loan defaulter or guarantor of defaulted loan with ang Bank or Financial lnstitution in ang wag or the other and will
understand the followings:
22.1 SJIBL

wtll reserve all the authoritu to emboss or print or declare the Cardholders or supplementarg Cardholders photographs on the dailu newspapers for publication.

if he/she denies to pag or he/she became traceless with the outstanding against his or her card.
will reserve all the right to nle a case in ang police station and in court against the defaulters of the card mag be principal Cardholders or supplementarU
Cardholders. who are not paging their outstandrng bills for quite a longer period of time.

22.2 SJIBL

without informing the Cardholder at anu time of the period. if the inFormation given in application lorm bg
the Cardholder is found not to be true or irrelevant or false at ang period of time aFter issuance of the card.

22.3 SJIBL will reserve all the right to cancel or block the card

lf lhe Cardholder is not a Bangladeshi national, then he/she has to take a letter of nationalitg from his/her countru's Embassg/Consulate as a proof of his/her
nationalitg other than hisiher passport and in future if he/she leaves Bangladesh without settling his/her outstanding against his/her card then SJIBL will reserve all the
rights to inform the Embassu of the said Cardholder to frle a case against him/her in his/her own countru through embassu to recover the SJIBL card moneg.

22.4

lf the Cardholder is a Bangladeshi national and he/she leaves Bangladesh without settling his/her outstanding against his/her card then SJIBL will reserve all rights
to inform the Bangladesh/High Commission embassg where the Cardholder has gone awag without informing SJIBL or settling his/her card dues. ln connection with that
SJIBL will file a case against him/her where he/she has gone awau to recover the SJIBL card outstanding bill through the embassg where Cardholder has gone to.

22.5

22.6 lf ang disputes arise in mg monthlu credit card statement, I will immediatelg inform SJIBL Card Division regarding the disputed transaction which is shown in mg
monthlu statement and SJIBL Card Division will immediatelu take necessaru steps to verifg the Cardholder disputed transaction. SJIBL Card Division will not accept or be
liable for ang transaction if I fail to inform SJIBL Card Division within a l0 dags period.

22] llWe have read and understood all the above-mentioned terms and conditions of the implications thereofl As this is a lslamic Credit. l/ We shall not do anu transaction
which is not permissible under lslamic Sariah. lf I fail to pag mg dues within the stipulated time then I will Sadaqua an amount hxed bg the Bank to S.JIBL Foundation.

For more information:
Shahjalal lslami Bank Limited
Card Division: Shahlalal lslami Bank Tower [4th Floor),
Plot-4. Block-CWN[C], Gulshan Avenue. Dhaka-'12'12. Bangladesh.
Card support contact numbers l24l7l :
Cell Phone Number : +8801755556080. +8801755556333
Land Phone Number: +88-02-9845457, *88-02-9844736 (Ext. 444 & 445)
Email : card@sjiblbd.com. Website: wwwsiiblbd.com

